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June is a month of high visibility for Égalité with a wide variety of Pride-related
celebrations taking place around the country. We hope many of you will have
taken advantage of the various happy hours, runs, parades, screenings and
panels, which your Board members have been busily coordinating for the
benefit of all Publicis Groupe employees.
In addition to what you have seen behind the scenes, Égalité has continued to
work with agency leadership to help make all of our agencies ever more
inclusive and welcoming to all Publicis Groupe employees…
For the first time in several years, the Human Rights Campaign is evolving
its criteria for companies wanting to score a perfect 100 on its Corporate
-Equality Index (CEI). Égalité has been working with representatives of the
Publicis Groupe Talent Engagement & Inclusion Council to make the various
policy changes across Publicis Groupe agencies that are needed so that
they can continue to score high marks on the 2016 CEI.
In response to input from several of our members, Égalité has lobbied Publicis
Groupe agencies to evolve their pro-family benefits so that they include
both adoption and surrogacy. These pro-family benefits are of course
open to all employees regardless of how they identify. Six months ago,
most agencies only offered an adoption benefit. Leo Burnett and Publicis
Healthcare Communications Group were the only agencies that offered
both adoption and surrogacy benefits. Through our lobbying efforts, today
we can report that eight more agencies have added surrogacy to their list
of pro-family benefits: BBH, Digitas, Fallon, Saatchi & Saatchi NY, Saatchi
& Saatchi LA, Starcom MediaVest Group, VivaKi and ZenithOptimedia.
We continue to work hard to ensure the continued success of Égalité and
doing our part to support Publicis Groupe and all its agencies. Thank you
for continuing to be active members and doing your part to make our
programming a success.
Enjoy the summer months!
- The Égalité Board
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OUT
OUT & ABOUT

Carl(a), starring Joslyn DeFreece and Laverne Cox, is the story of a
trans woman who is being rejected by her family while seeking the
means to complete her transition. Carla (DeFreece) meets Sam, a
man who loves her for who she is, but when Carla gets the funds to
complete her transition Sam has second thoughts about their
relationship. Now Carla must choose between being herself or
being someone she isn’t for the benefit of someone else.
On April 20th, Égalité, MRY and Starcom MediaVest Group successfully
packed the house of the Ziegfeld Theatre and inspired press, celebrities,
employees and influencers to show up and participate in the evening.
Approximately 900 people were in attendance at the premiere, which
concluded with CNN’s Chris Cuomo moderating the Q&A panel featuring
Eli Hershko (Director/Writer), Joslyn DeFreece, Mark Margolis (who plays
Grandpa) and Gregg Bello (who plays Sam, Carla’s love interest).
The idea behind supporting the story of Carl(a), a story about the
simple need to feel comfortable in your own skin, as well as the
transgender community, was birthed through MRY’s Égalité
chapter and championed by SMG. The event is one of the first
that an advertising and media agency have come together to
support a transgender cause in this format. The idea to host was
ignited when Lilly and her husband and director, Eli Hershko, first
introduced this movie to MRY’s Égalité chapter. After MRY’s Michael
Bollinger watched it, he realized how moving and authentic it was. One
of the most heartwarming elements of this event is that it grew
beyond Égalité and inspired non-affiliated employees across
both agencies to get involved.

ÉGALITÉ

Check out the sizzle reel from the event here:
https://vimeo.com/126508755

SPONSORS
CARL(A)
MOVIE
PREMIERE
IN
NEW YORK
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Scenes
from
the red carpet
premiere of
Carl(a).

A
post-screening
Q&A with
the writer,
director
and actors of
Carl(a).
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In May, board members Alicia Case, Ed Hunt and Robert Camilleri
from Égalité New York were invited to Philadelphia for a meet and
greet with prospective members of the city’s budding Égalité
chapter. In addition to mingling over food and drink, the evening
included a presentation by Cailin Male, Jesse Hein and Mark Bolen,
which provided an overview of Égalité’s reason for being as well as
ways to get involved. The presentation concluded with an opportunity
for attendees to ask Égalité’s veteran New York board members any
questions they had regarding all things Égalité.
For more information about how you can get involved with Égalité
Philadelphia, please email: egalitephl@publicishealthmedia.com

Prospective
Égalité
members
attend
a launch
event in
Philadelphia.
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ÉGALITÉ NY:
GLSEN
CAREER DAY
@
ZENITHOPTIMEDIA
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ÉGALITÉ NY:
GLSEN
CAREER
On Monday, June 1st, Égalité ZenithOptimedia (ZO) New York, kicked off the month of Pride by hosting
a successful and inspiring Career Day for GLSEN (Gay, Lesbian & Straight Education Network Optimedia’s pro-bono client since Jan ‘14). The ZO Égalité Board picked 5 bright and diverse
panelists, leaders at the agency from various backgrounds, working in different departments,
and challenged them to inspire a room of over 20 GLSEN students from all across the country,
made up of Student Ambassadors, Student Leaders, Trans Student Rights leaders, and GLSEN New
York Chapter volunteers. The panel included Franky DeJesus: Manager - Training, CSR and Inclusion,
HR (ZO / Égalité National Board); Steven O’Brien: Corporate Development Supervisor, Creative (ZO /
Égalité); Julia Wahl: Client Services Lead, Planning Research - Digital, LGBT Consumer Research
(Optimedia); Rhonda Thomas: Sr. Broadcast Negotiator, Local TV and Radio Investments
(Optimedia); and Joe Pilla: VP Social Insights, Analytics (Zenith / Égalité). David Cofrancesco
and Kurt Wahlstrom, the ZO Égalité NY Leads, helped organize and facilitate the event.

Eliza Byard, Executive Director of GLSEN, kicked off the morning with some inspiring words to
the students, reiterating the importance of their activism and involvement in making the
LGBTQ world a better, safer place. She also spoke of how grateful GLSEN is to be partnered with
Optimedia and Égalité, from securing donated media to all the BRG volunteerism and hosted
events such as Career Day. Dave Ehlers, CEO Optimedia, then told his own story and
introduced the youth to ZenithOptimedia’s media intern and trainee programs. He also
explained the company credo of ‘Our Work, Our Spirit & Our People’ and how critically
important equality, diversitsy and inclusion are to ZO and across all the Publicis Groupe
agencies. Following his words GLSEN’s TV PSA was shown, a bold 30 second spot that
addresses and illustrates LGBT bullying in schools. Optimedia worked with Viacom/Logo
to create and develop the spot and have it air across the TV networks. The panelists then
took the spotlight, introducing themselves and how they came to work at the agency. Amy
Deneson, Marketing Communications Manager at GLSEN, moderated the session, opening
up an engaging dialogue of how advertising (across Social, Radio, Digital et al.) can specifically
shape cultural conversations and help create social change. The panelists also spoke about the
importance of being a part of a BRG (Business Resource Group) like Égalité, and how they
are comparable to and mimic the high school GSA’s (Gay-Straight Alliances) many of the students
in the room lead and even founded in their schools. The kids then got the chance to ask plenty of
questions of their own, and by the end of the session not only had the panelists inspired the
students, but vice versa. After the panel and Q&A, everyone was given an opportunity to mix
and mingle with their favorite panelists and continue their conversations, followed by a fun and
fabulous interactive photoshoot with a theme of “becoming the ad you want to be.” One-on-one video
interviews were also conducted.
Everyone is still reflecting on the impact and amazingness of the GLSEN Career Day, and it stirred
a lot of social media buzz from all the ZO, GLSEN and student posts and shares across Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram and beyond. Later that Monday evening, many of the kids (and some of ZO/
Égalité) attended GLSEN’s annual NY Respect Awards at Cipriani 42nd street, where they told their
own bold and bittersweet tales of LGBT bullying, in front of a large audience of corporate sponsors,
educators, parents and celebrities active with GLSEN and the LGBT community.
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PUBLICIS
GROUPE
AG E N C I E S
S CO R E T O P
M A R KS O N
HRC’S 2015 CEI
Last year, The Égalitarian reported that Publicis Groupe agencies scored top
marks on the Human Rights Campaign’s 2015 Corporate Equality Index. The
awards ceremony was hosted in New York City, during which Égalité board
members representing Digitas, Leo Burnett, MSLGROUP, Publicis, Publicis
Healthcare Communications Group, Razorfish and ZenithOptimedia were on
hand to accept the awards.

Égalité Board Members represent Digitas, Leo Burnett, MSLGROUP,
Publicis, Publicis Healthcare Communications Group, Razorfish and
ZenithOptimedia at the HRC’s 2015 Corporate Equality Index Awards.
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CHAPTER
CHAPTER UPDATES

UPDATES

ÉGALITÉ
ATLANTA
BY PARKER
NOWELL
Égalité Atlanta’s first major kick-off meeting took place in April.
Both new and familiar faces were in attendance at the meeting,
during which members from the board provided an overview of
what the organization is all about and what types of initiatives it
has previously tackled.
Erin and Parker shared some of their experiences from the 2014
Out and Equal Summit, hopefully sparking some interest from
other Atlanta members for this year’s summit, which takes place
in Dallas in early October. We also premiered Égalité’s awareness
and ally video to the Atlanta group, which received overwhelmingly
positive reactions. The kick-off meeting was successful in not only
generating increased interest around Égalité, but also helped
spark motivation from members to become more committed and
involved in the group.
Since the meeting, we have organized a committee charged
with organizing group events, as well as a special Atlanta AIDS Walk
taskforce that will hopefully help us increase overall participation
and donation goals for this year’s walk in October. We are also
working to secure a local sponsor in the form of an LGBT business
partnership and narrowing down and committing our efforts to a
local LGBT charity organization. The event planning committee
has been hard at work getting a summer social organized and we
are all very excited for what is on the horizon for the remainder of
the year.
To be added to Égalité Atlanta’s distribution list, email me at
parker.nowell@moxieusa.com

Égalité has officially
arrived in Atlanta
for 2015 with our
chapter kick off meeting.
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ÉGALITÉ
CHICAGO
BY SCOTT
BARTOSIEWICZ
It’s been a busy Spring for Chicago as we continue to break new
ground and bring fresh programming to life. We’ve worked hard
to realize our dream of a first-ever LGBT internship program and
are excited to see that vision come to life. The program marries
two enviable experiences at our largest agencies, Leo Burnett and
Starcom, to create a unique opportunity for our three interns who
eagerly started earlier this month.
As a Business Resource Group, we are continually looking for ways
to support each of our agencies. Most recently we leveraged our
relationship with The AIDS Foundation of Chicago (AFC) to work
on our first major campaign project. By assembling a team of
volunteers from Leo Burnett, Starcom, Digitas, Razorfish and
Performics, we have pulled together some of our best talent in
the Groupe into a robust lead team to deliver AFC a groundbreaking
awareness campaign for PrEP treatment in Chicago. We’re thrilled
to take on a project that allows us to impact HIV prevention in
our community while showcasing the collective talent harbored
within Égalité.
While getting these two programs off the ground has been a major
undertaking, we’ve also provided some excellent opportunities for our
members to come together, network and give back. Most recently,
we headed out to About Face Theater to catch their newest show,
Abraham Lincoln was a F*gg*t, complete with an exclusive Q&A with
the show’s director following the performance. In April, we partnered
with Leo Burnett’s Green ERG, “Leo Green” to recycle unused
electronic devices and highlight a more eco-friendly awareness
at our Sustainable Love event. We also raised nearly $2,000 for
Chicago Public School’s annual LGBT prom while lending our creative
talents to develop their events promotional materials for the
second straight year.
Most notably, however, we were thrilled to provide an opportunity for
members to sit down with Jeffrey Tambor from Amazon’s acclaimed
Transparent series about one man’s gender transition and his family’s
corresponding journey. Jeffrey shared stories both heartwarming
and hilarious from his storied career and talked of his passion and
privilege to have an influence in the evolving attitude towards the
Transgender community in today’s society. Moderated by Christina
Kahrl, sportswriter and editor for ESPN.com and the first Trans
woman voted into the Baseball Writers Association of America, it
was a truly memorable evening for the packed house in attendance
and a proud moment for Égalité Chicago.
To be added to Égalité Chicago’s distribution list, email me at
scott.bartosiewicz@leobutnett.com
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CHICAGO
Jeffery Tambor and
Christina Karhl at Égalité
Chicago’s “A Conversation with
Jeffery Tambor” event.

Égalité Chicago preparing dinner
at the Ronald McDonald House.
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ÉGALITÉ
LOS ANGELES
BYJAY
THONGNOP
TEAM ONE
Égalité Team One had an eye opening experience partnering with
the Los Angeles LGBT Center’s Youth Employment Program in April.
Members of Égalité, as well as other Team One colleagues, shared
personal origin stories, advice from our career experiences in the ad
world, and followed up with a Q&A for the LGBT young adults (many
of whom are homeless) served by The Center.
Youth Program Representatives, Sarah Hyland and Amir Moini, also
gave us a walkthrough of the facility that offers transitional housing,
development and mentoring, legal services and an employment
program. Needless to say, there is much to be done to help this
vulnerable community. We are already collaborating with The
Center to do more for the young adults in the program via a
workshop at Team One.
To be added to Égalité Team One’s distribution list, email me at
jay.thongnop@teamone-usa.com

Jorge Acosta, Vincent Tipaldo,
Amir Moini, Janet Anderson,
Amy Mackinnon, Jay Thongnop,
Jason Lau, Michael Nnadi and
Sarah Hyland at the Los Angeles
LGBT Center
Members of the LA LGBT
Center’s Youth Employment
Program listened and asked
questions as our panel of
speakers shared their
personal stories.
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ÉGALITÉ
NEW YORK
BY REVA
MCEACHERN
RAZORFISH
Parties, movie premiers and massive fundraising are just a few
things that have kept Égalité New York busy in Q2. Our March mixer,
co-produced by board member Zac Schwartz, was a social and
charitable success. Held at Henrietta Hudson in the West Village,
members and friends mingled over empanadas and dance music
at one of NYC’s longest-running lesbian hangouts, and collected
two large boxes filled with warm clothes, blankets and toiletries
for New Alternatives, an LGBT homeless youth organization.
In April MRY Égalité, led by board members Michael Bollinger and
Anthony Fischetti at SMG, partnered to host an NYC movie premiere
for Carl(a), a film about a trans woman’s journey starring Joslyn
DeFreece and Laverne Cox. Produced and directed by Lilly Cadoch
of MRY and her husband Eli Hershko, Carl(a) tells a unique story
about the simple need to feel comfortable in ones own skin. The
event, held at Ziegfeld Theatre, was packed with press, celebrities,
employees and influencers, making it one of the first times that an
advertising and media agency have come together to support a
transgender cause in this way. We encourage everyone to go to
carlathemovie.com to donate. A portion of your donation will go to
the National Center for Transgender Equality.
Last, but certainly not least, Égalité NY had a roaring success for
the 4th year in a row at AIDS Walk NY 2015, raising over $43K for
the annual charitable event. Led by board members Royi Gavrielov
and Cristian Ewing, over 100 walkers representing DigitasLBi,
MRY, MSLGROUP, PHCG, Publicis LifeBrands Medicus, Publicis
NA, Razorfish, Roar, Starcom MediaVest Group, VivaKi and
ZenithOptimedia registered for this year’s walk. The 10K stroll
through Central Park supports the Gay Men’s Health Crisis
(GMHC) and more than 40 other agencies that provide crucial
support and services to those affected by HIV and AIDS in the
Tri-state Area. This phenomenal result demonstrates the impact of
Égalité and sets the bar for our future fundraising efforts.
To be added to Égalité Atlanta’s distribution list, email
egaliteny@publicis.com
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NEWYORK
Lilly Cadoch, Eli Hershko and
Égalité board member Michael
Bollinger at Ziegfeld Theatre for
the Carl(a) movie premier.w

Team Publicis Groupe – Égalité
at AIDS Walk NYC 2015.

Égalité NYC Co-Chair Reva
McEachern of Razorfish takes
a selfie at the finish line of AIDS
Walk NYC 2015.
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ÉGALITÉ
SEATTLE
BY GREG
EPPICH
MSLGROUP
Financial planning is for everyone, but members of the LGBTQ community face some unique — and
quickly shifting — considerations. There’s a lot of good news lately, thanks to the steady expansion of our
civil rights.
Still, even good news can have an unexpected impact on our finances, making it important to stay alert
to opportunities to secure and optimize our financial futures. That’s why Égalité Seattle and its allies
gathered recently to benefit from some expert financial planning advice.
On Wednesday, May 13, Money Management Educators (MME) presented a financial workshop designed
to address the evolving planning considerations for the LGBT community, many applicable to all employees.
Since 1989, MME has been providing interactive seminars for corporations across the United
States — both large and small. Staffed with volunteer instructors, MME is an ‘education only’
nonprofit company, passionate about financial wellness education. Its instructors aim to teach
people how to take ownership of their financial future.
“We were so excited to be invited to speak with such a diverse group, and even more so once we got a
feel for just how engaged the group was and how much they took our information to heart,” said Aaron
Leland, one of MME’s Volunteer Financial Educators. “It is such a great use of our time when we know so
clearly that we are making an impact.”
During the workshop, Hallie Eads Spies, another MME volunteer, shared several tips on how to
get started on the journey to financial success. Below are five of the more manageable tips you
can do right now.
MME’s Top 5 Tips for Financial Success
1)
		
		
2)
		
		
3)
		
4)
		
5)
		

Know Your State Marriage Laws: This is especially important for the LGBTQ community.
In a rapidly changing environment, state law can still have a large impact on your
financial planning.
Set a Solid Financial Foundation: Adequate liquid savings, proper life insurance planning
and estate planning documents are a few of the things that keep your financial house standing
throughout your life.
Tax-diversify Your Retirement Savings: All of your 401k will be taxed in retirement, so it’s smart
to have other (tax-free) sources of income for the most efficient retirement distribution plan.
Have an Estate Plan (or update your old one): This doesn’t only apply to “wealthy” people — it’s
your Will, Powers of Attorney, Guardianship instructions and the like.
Work with Someone: Find an advisor whom you feel you can work with for a long time. They will
help you track, update and keep you from making financial mistakes when they are most critical.
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SEATTLE
About Money Management Educators

With chapters in many U.S. markets, MME provides its educational services for free. MME’s
group seminars and individual employee education sessions inspire employees to implement real
change in their lives through a better understanding of time-tested wealth accumulation and
protection principles and how these can impact their overall health and well-being.
The organization exists to promote personal and family security through financial wellness education.
MME aspires to be the premier resource for objective information and innovative ideas for its
corporate clients and their employees. Their sessions are strictly educational and practical
with no specific products or companies being mentioned, recommended or endorsed.
For more information about Money Management Educators, visit: http://www.mmeducators.org/.
To be added to Égalité Seattle’s distribution list, email me at greg.eppich@mslgroup.com.
Neither Publicis Groupe nor Égalité dispenses financial advice to
employees who need to exercise their own judgment based on thorough
research of their own.

Hallie Eads Spies,
one of MME’s
Volunteer Financial
Educators, led
Égalité Seattle’s
first financial planning
workshop on May 13.

Poster announcing
Égalité Seattle’s financial
planning workshop.
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BY ANTHONY FISCHETTI
STARCOM

HONEY MAID

Honey Maid, the graham cracker brand owned by Mondelēz
International, aired a commercial from its long-running “This Is
Wholesome” campaign during the NCAA Final Four tournament.
The spot proclaimed,”We Serve Everyone,” which social media
users immediately saw as a response to Indiana’s controversial
Religious Freedom Restoration Act, which made national headlines
back in April of this year. (Source: ibtimes.com)
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SABRA
HUMMUS

Sabra Hummus made a strong display of support for the
LGBT community by including a real-life gay couple in its
latest advertising campaign. The duo are also actors you
may recognize. Dave Monahan (right) appeared in Modern
Family and Will & Grace. His husband, Larry Sullivan (left) had
roles on Dawson’s Creek and Crossing Jordan. You can view the
spot here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TYtOtd4w66U
(Source: huffingtonpost.com)

MAYTAG

To celebrate Pride Month in June, Maytag posted a Pride
message on its social media channels featuring the Maytag
Man (Eureka star Colin Ferguson) holding a multi-layered
rainbow color cake. Maytag’s parent company, Whirlpool, is
the first and only appliance manufacturer to receive a 100
score from HRC’s Corporate Equality Index.
(Source: newnownext.com)
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JOHNSON &
JOHNSON:
CLEAN AND
CLEAR
Transgender teen activist and HRC Foundation Youth
Ambassador Jazz Jennings stars in a new commercial
for Clean and Clear. The “See the Real Me” campaign is
about girls having the courage to show who they really are,
and what makes them unique. Check out Jazz Jennings’
video for Clean & Clear here: https:// www.youtube.com/
watch?v=vyNZXQ136oI (Source: lgbtweekly.com)
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BUILDING
AWARE
NESS
BUILDING AWARENESS

#THEGAYSWEATER
BY MATT
ANTONELLO,
SAATCHI &
SAATCHI
TORONTO
27

This is the gayest sweater in the world. And thanks to the Canadian
Centre For Gender and Sexual Diversity (CCGSD), for the first time in
history, saying so is perfectly ok.
After over a year in the making, The Gay Sweater launched in
March during Toronto Fashion week. And within seconds of its
big reveal, it took the fashion and non-fashion world by storm
— which wasn’t surprising considering the fact that the garment
itself is made entirely from hair donated by LGBT Canadians.
Once the hype around Fashion Week subsided, the campaign used
#TheGaySweater to gain momentum on Twitter and lead people
to a short film about the project that documented the process and
meaning behind the sweater’s creation.
And though the garment was repulsive to some, its ability to
provoke and generate thoughtful discussion about the use of
homophobic language proved to be the real story. In fact, after
several features on local and national broadcast shows, The
Gay Sweater soon became a global symbol that encouraged
people across the world to revisit debates and discussion about
controversial LGBT legislation and policy.
But what’s it really like to wear a 100% gay sweater? According to
CCGSD founder Jeremy Dias, its feels “heavy both metaphorically
and literally with the lives that people have given hair for it. It is a
physical object that can’t help but make you think and reflect.” Oh
and it’s also itchy — very, very itchy.

The gay sweater is made
entirely from hair donated
by LGBT Canadians.
Canadian pop duo Tegan and
Sara help generate awareness
for the gay sweater on Twitter.
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Dara Sklar is a Senior Vice President at MSLGROUP and a board member of the
San Francisco Égalité chapter. In college, she led her campus’ LGBTQ group and
participated in many rallies and sit-ins, but soon realized the best way she could
change people’s minds was by touching their hearts — through stories.
After co-producing “Sweet Boy” with a professor and seeing the audience
respond at film festivals, she was hooked. Her first short film, “this is a party” about
a transgender man questioning his role in the lesbian community, introduced
her to film festivals around the world; followed by “Toothbrush Tango” which
danced through the trials of a hygiene obsessed promiscuous femme; and
“Day One: a period piece” about women’s once-a-month chasm between
perception and reality.
Dara gave voice to the special bond between guys and dykes in “Lezbros,” which
aired on MTV’s LOGO channel, was featured in Details magazine and became a
popular term of endearment. Her latest narrative, “Fluid,” satirizes strictly enforced
identities, while the music video “Queers on a Boat” begs the question, “how queer
is a parody of a parody?”
In each of her films, she collaborated with amazing filmmakers and regularly
contributes to their projects, including “Godspeed” based on the award-winning
novel by Lynn Breedlove, “Little Mutinies” starring lesbian icon Guinevere Turner,
“Getting Off” with slam poet Meliza Bañales, the hilarious music video “Jew Lo,”
binary smashing “Genderbusters” and three chapters of “Valencia: The Movie/s,”
the collaborative adaption of Michelle Tea’s queer classic.
Her most recent film contribution, “Separate, Together,” a queer high school love
triangle, premieres this summer at the San Francisco International LGBTQ Film
Festival in the “Bi-Candy” program.
For the San Francisco Égalité chapter, Dara is forming a cross-agency coalition
to offer messaging and branding consultations to Bay Area non-profits that
serve the local LGBTQ community.

DARA
SKLAR
MSLGROUP
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The Lezbro Family
Tree Explained

FLUID playfully questions
identity politics

DARA
SKLAR
MSLGROUP

As a senior information architect at Razorfish, Daniel strives to make the Web a
more pleasant and productive place to work and play. And in his off-hours, he’s
a badass baker who occasionally compensates for all that sugary and buttery
goodness through biking and running.
Born in the year after Stonewall, Daniel came out as a teenager when it was
assumed that being a young gay man was equal to a death sentence, and he is
delighted to report that three decades later he is still happy, healthy and thriving.
For several years, Daniel and his mother served as guest speakers about
parents with gay children. A personal highlight was participating in the triathlon
and half-marathon events at the 2014 Gay Games. He is currently on a
mission to bake the perfect chocolate cake.

DANIEL
O’NEIL
RAZORFISH
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